The National Board team continues to work to respond to questions related to the impact of COVID-19. Today we are providing a series of short videos that provide an overview of COVID-19-related changes and candidate options.

- **National Board Candidates**
  - Guides and Forms
    - Guide for options for initial National Board candidates
    - Clarifications on the portfolio submission requirements during COVID-19.
    - Exception form for choosing an option (due by May 7)
  - Videos
    - Options for National Board Candidates
    - Update on Component 1
    - Guidance on Portfolio Submissions for Certification
    - Recording Virtual Lessons

- **Renewal Candidates**
  - Guides and Form
    - Guide for options for Renewal candidates
    - Clarifications on the portfolio submission requirements during COVID-19.
    - Exception form for choosing an option (due by May 7)
  - Videos
    - Options for Renewal Candidates
    - Guidance on Portfolio Submissions for Renewal
    - Recording Virtual Lessons

Please refer to our COVID-19 page for all related updates. Thank you for your continued patience and understanding as we continue to work through the evolving impact of COVID-19.

Together,

Peggy Brookins, NBCT and the National Board team